STOP WORRYING ABOUT PD ANCILLARIES

INTRODUCING

PD SIMPLE PAK

DO YOU EVER WORRY YOUR PD PATIENTS DON’T HAVE THE RIGHT ANCILLARIES FOR THEIR THERAPY?

Now you don’t have to. Baxter’s PD Simple Pak assortment is the easy, convenient way to make sure your patients always have the PD ancillary supplies they need.

Baxter’s PD Simple Pak assortment takes the guesswork out of ordering PD ancillary supplies. Conveniently delivered by a Baxter driver* along with your patients’ other Baxter PD supplies, the PD Simple Pak assortment is just another way Baxter empowers your patients with the added convenience of home delivery.

Each Baxter PD Simple Pak assortment contains a month’s supply of your patients’ ancillary supplies.*

Straightforward, standardized pack options make ordering simpler.**

*Baxter drive delivery available in select markets.

**Please see insert for choices and ordering information.